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When giving a presentation, vocabulary is not required, which will make your presentation sound professional and well thought out. You will also feel and sound more confident if you carefully structure your conversation by using the right phrases to start, tie your glasses, and finish your conversation. You'll find a free downloadable printout
with a compilation of these phrases at the bottom of this page. It's important to carefully structure your presentation so that the audience can easily follow and understand you. I suggest the following guidelines: Introduction - submit what you will represent, let the audience know that there will be time for questions at the end of Overview -
give a general outline of your presentationState Points - give your points in logical consistency, giving explanations and exceptions. Make a clear transition between each point. Government results and conclusionsSummarizeClose - refer to the beginning of the presentation until the end OfVest - ask the audience if they have any
questions of the commonly used phrases Present the topic today, I will talk about ...... As you all know........ I'm going to take a look at/explore........ Today I will focus on ...... Review the issues that I want to mention/discuss..... It's important to start with that..... There are a number of things to consider when looking at the issue..... It makes
sense to start with........ Stating the dots In my opinion...... I believe ...... important because ...... In my opinion.......... I think that........ The main reason I chose ....... Is.......... On the one hand ..... On the other hand..... An important point to consider is..... Adding more points First....... First of all..... Second / Third ...... Finally....... In
addition...... What's more...... Another point to consider is...... I would like to jump on....... That's all I have to say about it, now I'd like to move on..... Now I'd like to look at.... This brings me to my next point... ... Summing up what I was talking about.... This brings me to the end of my..... Well, that's about it at the moment. We reviewed .....
Summing up ...... In general.... Overall..... Related end to start So I hope you're clearer on..... To get back to the original question.... So if we look at what I said at the beginning .... Close In the findings, then, it is clear that ..... In conclusion, therefore, I would say that .... Thank you for your attention, I would be happy to answer any
questions you might have. Not able to answer questions, this is an interesting question, I don't really know, but I'll come back to you later. Good question! I really don't know! What do you think? Unfortunately, I am not the best person to answer this question. If something goes wrong! Let me just say that ..... Maybe I can paraphrase
that...... Put Put By the way, that means,.... What I want to say is...... Free Downloaded HandoutGiving Presentation Vocabulary Download Presentation Vocabulary back to Vocabulary Lists from giving Presentation Vocabularyreturn to homepage Do you give an English presentation at work, but feel that you could communicate your
message in a more objective, fluid way? Maybe you have an English presentation coming up and want to make sure that your speech is clear and structured so that your audience doesn't lose concentration and stays with you all the way through. A technique that can help you achieve objective, clear and structured presentations in
English is to use link phrases that bring individual parts of the presentation together. English presentations usually consist of introduction, the main organ, different parts of the main body, and the ending or conclusion. To help keep the audience's attention, you need to signal when you go from one part to another. In this article, I teach you
52 phrases that do just that - linking different parts together, and therefore making your presentation flow better, as well as acting as a sign for the audience when you finish one part and start the other. Introduction All good presentations start with a strong introduction. There are several different ways to open a presentation in English,
depending on your goal. Here's a simple but effective introduction structure that works for most types of business presentations: Introduce - Introduce yourself (welcome), explaining the reasons for listening. Introducing the outline theme presentation - Describe the different sections of the presentation. Policy question - Time or end? Here
are some phrases that you can use to structure the introduction in this way: Vimite 1. Good morning/noon (all) (ladies and gentlemen). 2. It's a pleasure to welcome (the president) here. 3. I ... (Director ...) 4. By the end of the conversation/presentation/session, you'll know how.../ You learned about ... / Enter the presentation of theme 5. I
plan to say a few words about... 6. I'm going to talk about... 7. The theme of my speech ... Contour 8. My conversation will be in (three parts). 9. In the first part... 10. Then in the second part... 11. Finally, I will continue to talk about ... The questions are 12. Please interrupt if you have any questions. 13. After my statement, there will be
time for discussion and any issues. Need help with a business presentation in English? Request a free assessment with Stephen by clicking here. The main organ now that you have finished the introduction, now we need to move to the main body and its individual parts in a smooth manner. There are three parts of the main part of the
presentation where reference phrases can be used: The beginning of the main body parts in The main body start a new part Here are some phrases that you can use for these parts: Start the main body 14. Now let's move on to /turn to the first part of my presentation, which is about... 15. So, first of all... 16. To begin with... End of parts in
the main building 17. This completes/concludes... 18. That's all (I mean, for now) on ... 19. Well, I explained how ... The beginning of the new part 20. Let's move on to (the next part that is)... 21. So now we'll take it. 22. Now I want to describe ... 23. Let's go back to the next issue... 24. Now I would like to change direction and talk about ...
Listing and Sequencing If in your presentation in English, you should talk about goals, challenges and strategies, listing phrases can help tie them together and improve the flow of your speech. If you need to explain the processes, phrase sequencing is useful: Listing 25. There are three things to consider. First... Second... Third... 26.
There are two species... First, it's... Second, it's... We see four advantages and two disadvantages. First, the benefits... 28. One of them ... Another... Third advantage ... Finally... Sequencing 29. There are (four) different stages of the process. 30. First / then / next / after that / then (x) / after x there y. 31. There are two steps. First step ...
Second step ... There are four phases of the project. 33. In the beginning, then, then at last... I will describe the development of the idea. First the background, then the current situation, and then the prospect for the future. Need help with a business presentation in English? Request a free assessment with Stephen by clicking here.
Ending After you have presented the main body of your English presentation, you want to put this an end smoothly. Here are the typical sections of the transition from the main body to the end of the presentation, and then inviting the audience to ask questions: Ending the Main Body Start Summary and/or Concluding the Final Phrase
Invitation Issues and/or Presenting Discussion Thank You to the Audience Here are some phrases that you can use for these parts: Ending the main body 35. Okay, it ends (the third part) of my speech. 36. That's all I want to say at the moment (results from 2017). Start Summary and/or Conclusions 37. Summing up... 38. Okay, in short,
there are a few advantages and disadvantages. 39. Conclude... 40. At the end of the day, I would like to highlight the highlights. 41. I would like to end with a summary of the highlights. Final 42. I think we've seen what we need... 43. In my opinion, we should ... 44. I recommend/suggest that we... 45. There are three reasons why I
recommend this. First, ... / Second, ... / Finally,... End of phrase 46. Well, I looked at the points I had to present today. 47. This fails (my description of the new model). Models). This concludes my statement for today. Invitation Matters and/or Introduction Discussion 49. Now we have (half an hour) for questions and discussion. 50. So now
I would be very interested to hear your comments. Thanks to the audience of 51. I would like to thank you for taking time out to listen to my presentation. 52. Thanks for listening/your attention. / Thank you so much for coming. Conclusion Link phrases are like the skeleton that holds your presentation together. Not only do they improve
your flow and help guide your audience by remembering them, they can also help you remember the overall structure of your presentation, giving you increased confidence. To help you remember, I recommend saying reference phrases on their own from the beginning to the end of the presentation while you practice. I also suggest
memorizing the introduction of word for word. By doing this, you will get off to a great start that will settle your nerves and convey a positive first impression. If you think this article will help your friends and colleagues, please share it! Having trouble expressing yourself in English meetings? Want to talk more like a native? Click here for
instant access to my free e-book: 200 Indigenous Speaker Expressions for English Meetings. Meeting. english presentation vocabulary pdf. business english presentation vocabulary. english vocabulary powerpoint presentation. ppt presentation on english vocabulary. old english vocabulary presentation. oral presentation english
vocabulary. stylistic classification of the english vocabulary presentation. middle english vocabulary presentation
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